
Young people nowadays do not give enough time to helping their communities. Agree/ Disagree

The Community is the paramount and the broadest group which we are part of it. Solid society can 
improve the power of the country; therefore, helping our society is indispensable for advances in all 
levels. Some people believe that nowadays young men do not give enough time to help their 
communities. Nevertheless, I believe that young people are effectively helping their society but not 
in a similar manner people do did in the past. as in this era young people are vigorously engaged 
with the university I firmly feel that Young people are helping their society in three ways:

At first, they have access to the impressing knowledge which is essential for producing goods which 
has outstanding quality based on people’s needs. For instance, a conscientious young man who 
allocates a long time to studying in university can produce higher quality goods which are 
distributed in the country. So this young man is helping his people by giving amazing products to 
them.

Second of all, young people with a wide range of knowledge can initiate an astonishing current of 
industry’s improvement. An expert young man will formulate the advanced apparatuses; thereby, 
the country can reach its zenith of development. As the result of this development, the community 
would utilize from advances and people will live more conveniently.

The Third way that young people are helping their community is that since they dedicate their time 
to accomplishing science, they obtain this potential to push knowledge forward. Because of that, 
countries’ literacy will raise riseup. 

In conclusion, we can say that however although it doesn’t seem that young people do not give 
enough time for society, but they have some remarkable benefits for the community including 
facilitating lives by producing wonderful goods, developing countries’ industry, and pushing 
knowledge some steps forward. I hope someday governments trust young people and give them 
more opportunities to prove themselves.


